
1st dam
ENDLESS SEA, by Mt. Livermore. Unraced. Sister to Terra Nova. Dam of 12 foals, 9 to race, 6 winners--

SILVER OCEAN (g. by Silver Train). 10 wins, 2 to 7, placed at 8, 2016 in ITY, NOR and SWE, placed, 2 to 4 in ENG, FR , GER and UAE, $524,157 (USA), Champion miler twice in Scandinavia, Hwt. at 3 on Italian Free Hand., 7 - 9 1/2 fur., Pramms Memorial [G3], Polar Cup [G3], Tattersalls Nickes Minnesloping 3 times, Swedish Open Mile, Premio Pisa, Criterium di Pisa, 2nd Bayerische Hausbau-Werte die Bleiben-Rennen-Grosse Europa Meile [G2], IKC Racing Pramms Memorial [G3], etc.

OVER THE OCEAN (c. by Rockport Harbor). 6 wins, 3 to 5, placed at 6, 2016 in NOR and SWE, placed at 6, 2016 in UAE, $232,222 (USA), Lanwades Stud Jagersro Sprint twice, 2nd Zawawi Cup [G3], Lanwades Stud Jagersro Sprint, 3rd Taby Varsprint, Zawawi Bro Park Varsprint, Norsk Jockeyklubs Sprintlop.

I'm Not Afraid (f. by Maria's Mon). 6 wins, 4 to 7, $209,924(USA).

Danny Ocean (g. by Offlee Wild). 4 wins at 4 and 5, 2016, $117,801(USA).

Endless Cruise (g. by Easing Along). 5 wins, 2 to 7, 2016, $74,690.

Chasing Aces (c. by Flatter). See below.

2nd dam


Terra Nova (f. by Mt. Livermore). Winner in 2 starts at 2, $59,994, 2nd Shady Well S. -R (WO, $29,754(CAN)).

Dragonfish (g. by Arch). 6 wins, 3 to 6, $121,586.

Mountain Mystery (f. by Mt. Livermore). Winner at 3, $32,275(USA). Producer.

Moon Over Goshen (g. by Malibu Moon). Winner at 4 and 5, $29,899.


Endless Sea (f. by Mt. Livermore). See above.

3rd dam
SEA REGENT, by Vice Regent. 3 wins at 2 and 3, $58,697, Ontario Damsel S.-R, 2nd Ontario Lassie
-R. Sister to PLAY THE HORNPIPE ($180,348, Bold Venture H., etc.). Dam of 11 winners--


waVE WISE (g. by Smarten). 10 wins, 2 to 9, $409,019, Cup and Saucer S. [LR] (WO, $88,905(CAN)), Maryland Turf S. [LR] (PIM, $60,000), 2nd Robert F. Carey Memorial H. [L] (HAW, $29,690), Coronation Futurity [LR] (WO, $44,186(CAN)), Seagram Cup S. [LR] (WO, $44,186(CAN)), etc.

spINNAkERS FLyINg (f. by *Grey Dawn II). 7 wins, 2 to 4, $237,019, Wonder Where S. [LR] (WO, $69,900(CAN)), Ontario Damsel S. [LR] (WO, $44,843(CAN)). Dam of--

FLy SMarTLY (g. by Smart Strike). 6 wins, 3 to 7, $329,777, Connaught Cup S. [G3] (WO, $104,130(CAN)).

SEE THe WIND (f. by Sky Classic). 3 wins at 3 and 4, $229,096(USA), Ernie Samuel Memorial S. -R (FE, $45,000(CAN)), 2nd Ontario Damsel S. -R (WO, $33,030(CAN)), 3rd Robert F. Carey Memorial H. [L] (HAW, $27,500(CAN)), Belle Geste S. -R (WO, $8,250(CAN)).

Longship (g. by Smart Strike). 2 wins at 4, $118,242(USA), 2nd Sky Classic H. [G2] (WO, $30,278(CAN)), International Turf Cup S. -R (FE, $10,000(CAN)).

Sails Unfurled (f. by Capote). Unplaced in 1 start. Dam of--


Before the Wind (f. by Relaunch). Unplaced. Dam of--

Good As Her Word (f. by Alphabet Soup). 3 wins at 3, $97,106(USA). Dam of--

=Rayo Blanco (VEN) (f. by Candy Ride (ARG)). Placed at 5 in VEN, 3rd Copa Jose Luis Fernandez, Copa Pensilvania.

seARCh THe SEA (f. by Seeking the Gold). Black type winner, see above.

Dawn At Sea (g. by *Grey Dawn II). 14 wins, 2 to 9, $362,029, 2nd Canadian Maturity S. [LR] (WO, $25,594(CAN)), 3rd Horometer S. [L] (GRD, $6,067(CAN)).

Ocean Secret (g. by Secretariat). Winner at 4, $44,161, 2nd Cup and Saucer S. -R (WO, $26,852(CAN)).

Mystery At Sea (f. by Capote). Winner at 3, $37,183, 3rd Pepsi Bassinet S. [L] (RD, $10,000). Dam of--

COOK SOMe RICE (g. by Half Ours). 2 wins at 2, $142,620, Louisiana Futurity -R (FG, $53,430), 2nd Louisiana Legacy S. -R (DED, $12,500).

Carmen's Mystery (f. by War Front). Winner at 2 and 3, $109,087, 2nd Louisiana Champions Day Lassie S. -R (FG, $20,000).

Sea Strike (c. by Smart Strike). 6 wins, 2 to 4, $54,329.

Tidal Swing (g. by Time for a Change). 2 wins at 3, $27,945.

Golden Circe (f. by Strike the Gold). Winner at 3, $18,770.

Stowaway Phantom (c. by Fairway Phantom). Placed at 3 and 4, $20,306.

4th dam

MISS TIDAL WAVE, by Captain's Gig. 3 wins at 2 and 3, $20,642. Dam of 9 winners, including--


sea reGent (f. by Vice Regent). Black type winner, see above.

French Tide (f. by Dauphin Fabuleux). Winner at 3 and 4, $22,323.

OUR NAUTIQUE (NZ) (g. by =Pins (AUS)). 12 wins, 3 to 6 in NA and NZ , placed at 3 and 4 in
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AUS, $313,040 (USA), All American S. [G3] (GG, $60,000), San Francisco Mile S. [G3] (GG, $60,000), Joseph T. Grace H. (SR, $32,300), 3rd All American S. [G3] (GG, $12,000).

Saltwater Silence (f. by No Louder). 3 wins at 3, $16,151.

Silent Exploit (g. by Exploit). 7 wins, 2 to 6, $84,348, 3rd Palo Verde H. (TUP, $4,000).


IMSORTASPECIAL (g. by Dawn of Creation). 11 wins, 2 to 8, $143,129, Woody Erwin H. -R (ALB, $18,900), 2nd Old Town Derby (ALB, $6,660), Draconic H. -R (ALB, $5,420), 3rd New Mexico Breeders' Thoroughbred Derby -R (ALB, $7,965), Land Of Enchantment Speed H. -R (RUI, $3,465), etc.

Ragtop Man (g. by Dawn of Creation). 5 wins, 2 to 5, $47,802, 2nd New Mexican S. -R (SFE, $15,438), 3rd George Maloof Futurity -R (ALB, $7,604).

RACE RECORD for Chasing Aces: At 2, 2016, one win (ntr at Del Mar, 5 furlongs in 0:56.21), once 2nd in 2 starts. Earned $49,000.